We Are Doing What?

The changing roles in Access Services in the 20th Century Library
...a little about Georgia State

• Founded in 1913 as the Georgia Institute of Technology’s Evening School of Commerce.
• 1947- affiliated with University of Georgia and was the named the Atlanta Division of UGA
• 1955-69 -removed from UGA to become Georgia State University.
• 6 campuses ( and 6 libraries), with 55,000 student enrollment
Throwback....
Our 90s circulation desk...ugh!
What we were checking out in the 90s
Students collaborating
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

Did you know that the library loans items?
Stop by the Technology Support desk to borrow items such as:

- Laptops
- Headphones
- Chargers
- Cameras
- Wireless Mice
- Calculators
- Tablets
- Dry Erase Markers
- USB Microphones

Items available to currently enrolled students with valid campus IDs.

library.gsu.edu
CURVE
- simplified video recording setup developed by Penn State University
- no experience needed
- you only need a flash drive
- Collaborative study room with monitor
- Students can plug their own devices with available cables and project their screen to the monitor
Virtual Reality Gaming Room
- 60 study room
- One Button Studio, VR Gamming Room, and CURVE
- Reservations are open 3 weeks in advanced
Promoting and Marketing

OBS video
V-room video
Twitter
Facebook
Library Public Blog
Issues and setbacks

- No Food or Drink Policy
- Students using the OBS as a study room, added a scope of work to the reservation system
  - at the moment we have 4 monitors that are not working
  - Wear and tear
QUESTIONS?
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